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Suggested steps for developing a lesson in which choral responding (CR) and/or response cards (RC)
are featured. 
1. 	 Specify a measurable learning outcome for the lesson. Specify what a student should know or be

able to do after completing the lesson. Stating that students "will know" or "show understanding
of" a concept or skill is not a measurable learning outcome. Think about how your students will be
required use the knowledge and/or skills presented in the lesson at later times. Will they need to
identify a class of objects or events when given certain identifying information? Will they be asked
on a subsequent quiz or test to recall specific historical events and/or figures? Will they need to
carry out a sequence of steps for a given algebraic operation? After you have decided what you want
your students to learn from the lesson, be sure that your CR and/or RC instructional trials provide
direct and repeated practice of this objective. 

2. 	 Write scripts for introducing the lesson and how basic instructional trials will be managed. 

Script what will say to and do with the students at the beginning of the lesson? Be sure to include:
•	 the lesson's purpose, i.e., tell and/or show students what will learn as a result of the lesson; and
•	 directions and modeling for the CR and/or RC instructional trials. Be sure to give students one

or two practice trials with CR and RC. 

Script how you will manage the CR and/or RC instructional trials. Be specific in describing:
•	 how you will present the questions, problems, items, scenarios, etc. to students;
•	 length and cues related to thinking pause;
•	 how you will signal students to respond in unison;
•	 how you will give feedback for correct responses; and
•	 procedures you will use for correcting errors. 

3. 	 Develop a lesson outline. There is no need to script everything you will say and do for the entire
lesson. Create an outline with sufficient detail (e.g., with references to instructional materials such
as overhead transparencies, charts, maps, apparatus, etc. needed for the lesson) so that it: (a) enables
you to get everything organized prior to the lesson, and (b) serves as a guide during the lesson so
you do not waste valuable time trying to decide/remember what you should do next. 

4. 	 Make or obtain response cards. Be sure your responses cards are functional, easy for students to
handle, easy for you to see, and reasonably durable. For suggestions on obtaining write-on RC, see
How to Get Your Own Set of Write-on Response Cards, on the backside of this handout. 

5. 	 Give your lesson a practice run. Try out your lesson "off-Broadway" before using it with your
students. As a result of walking through a new lesson once with a couple of family members or
friends serving as students you'll conduct the lesson more smoothly and fluently in the classroom.
A practice run through may also help you spot a glitch or two in procedure or materials that can be
fixed prior to the lesson's debut. 
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